horizontal waveguide to the geomagnetic pole, the
technique will be used to study the hour angle of the
source of the activity.
In addition to the polarization studies, the 180 in/
hr tapes make it possible to time the arrival of an
event to the order of 0.1 sec. This accuracy, an order
of magnitude better than that obtainable with the 6
in/hr tape, is essential to the study of the propagation
of micropulsation activity. In addition to the installation at Qanaq, the writers operate similar equipment
at Anchorage, College, and Kotzebue, Alaska, and
have furnished equipment for installations at
Sodankylä and Nurmijaarvi, Finland. Thus, we and
our Danish and Finnish collaborators have the facility to study micropulsation propagation completely
across the northern polar cap.
The Vostok telluric-current recording experiment
was continued through 1969. Experience with the telluric-current system during the past two years shows
that the special problem of installing satisfactory telluric-current electrodes in the high-resistivity snow
and ice of the antarctic ice cap can be solved. A set
of electrodes using H,SO 4 for electrolyte was installed in December 1967. The average resistance of
these electrodes was 390,000 ohms in June 1969 and
320,000 ohms in December 1969, essentially the same
as during the first year after installation. The resistance of electrodes with NaCl electrolyte was of the
same order as the H,SO 4 electrodes during the summer, but they became useless during winter with resistance values of the order of 20 to 40 megohms.
An extensive analysis project involving all of the
programs and data collected since the beginning in
1964 is being conducted by the writer, Boeing scientists, and U.S.S.R., Finnish, and Danish scientists.
The studies coordinated by Drs. Troitskaya of the
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences and Hessler will be
published in a projected volume of the Antarctic
Research Series.
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Ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling. A major research accomplishment in 1969 was the successful
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measurement of the net interchange of ionization between the F region and the protonosphere above. The
measurement provided the first detailed experimental
verification of the role of the protonosphere in supplying ionization to the nighttime ionosphere. This
research was part of a PhD dissertation by Chung
Park, who was a Stanford field engineer in 1966 at
Byrd Station.
The role of the protonosphere as a source of ionization for the nighttime ionosphere has been debated
for many years. In an equilibrium situation, what
comes down from the cooling protonosphere at night
must go up in the daytime, and early theoretical
studies predicted relatively small upward daytime
fluxes.
Park employed a complex variety of antarctic
whistler data and, through careful refinements of
the whistler technique, was able to make a variety
of measurements of temporal changes in the total
number of electrons in protonospheric tubes of ionization. The inferred quiet-day upward flux near 60°
latitude on the dayside was found to be about 3 x 108
el/cm2 sec at the 1,000-km level. This flux is considerably larger than the maximum of about 2 x 10
el/cm2 sec predicted earlier, and is larger than the
downward flux that earlier theoretical studies had
found necessary to maintain the nocturnal ionosphere. The downward flux at night under quiet
conditions was found by Park to be about 1.5 x 108
el/cm2-sec.
During his measurements of the interchange of
ionization, Park found that the protonosphere is
not generally in equilibrium with the ionosphere.
The protonosphere is depleted in less than a day
during a magnetic storm or series of intense polar
substorms. Subsequent recovery of the ionization content is slow compared to similar recovery in the
ionosphere. A geomagnetic tube of ionization with
equatorial radius of 4 earth radii (L '—'4) requires
about 5 days to reach monthly median values of
electron density, and even after 8 days of quiet conditions is observed to continue 'filling.' The average
spacing for geomagnetic disturbances is such that the
filling process is frequently interrupted. Park's measurements have been particularly useful in showing
how the region between the storm-time l)lasmapause
and the quiet-time plasmapause is filled, primarily
through fluxes from the ionosphere below. Fig. 1
shows in idealized fashion the day-to-day recovery
of the associated equatorial profile.
Correlative campaigns. In August 1969, there was
an intensive program of broadband recording at
Byrd Station in support of multi-station electricfield measurements from balloons in Canada by Forrest Mozer and his colleagues. The August campaign
also involved a U.S. -French -Russian multi-longitude
whistler experiment, including continuous recordings
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Figure 1. Idealized post-storm recovery of electron density between
the storm-time plasmapause (L,-2.5) and a quiet-time plasmapause (L-5.5). Dashed curves show the recovering equatorial
profile on successive days as the reduced-density region is 'filled'
from below. (From the PhD Dissertation of C. Park, Stanford
University, 1970.)

at Kerguelen Island (French) and in the conjugate
region in the U.S.S.R. This is one of the first attempts
to develop a technique of worldwide plasmapause
monitoring.
The 'walking trace' mode of whistler propagation
between hemispheres. OGO-4 telemetry records from
Byrd Station provided the first evidence of the 'walking trace' whistler, an example of which is shown in
Fig. 2. This whistler, recorded on a satellite near
1,000 km, involves nonducted propagation that is
extremely sensitive to the distribution of ionization
in the magnetosphere. Ray tracing in a model
magnetosphere was successful in predicting a remarkable variety of effects shown by this mode of
propagation, including a concentration of path endpoints and focusing near 510 invariant latitude, rapid
changes in travel time with latitude, and large Doppler shifts associated with the large wave normal
angles of the waves with respect to the earth's
magnetic field. Following its discovery in the Byrd
records, the walking trace phenomenon was found
in other telemetry records and became the major subject of a PhD dissertation at Stanford by F. Walter.

Antarctic Geomagnetic Observatories
Figure 2. Frequency-time spectrum of broadband data from OGO4 showing two independent, closely spaced examples of the
'walking trace' (WT) whistler. The component 1_ is produced by
nearly longitudinal propagation (either along a duct located near
54 0 invariant latitude, or in the pro-longitudinal mode). The component WT, with completely different dispersion characteristics, is
produced by nonducted propagation at large wave normal angles,
of energy from the same lightning flash (shown as 0+).
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Coast and Geodetic Survey
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The operation of the geomagnetic observatories
at Byrd and Pole Stations continued during 19691970 under the supervision of the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey. The routine was fairly normal at
both stations.
The equipment at Pole Station required maintenance, repair, and reconstruction of a large number
of electrical circuits (power, signal, and electronic)
that had developed over the years from various temporary and improvised installations.
At Byrd Station, the normal and rapid-run magnetographs recorded magnetic fluctuations ranging in
jjeriod from about 10 sec to one year. Sensitivity
calibrations were made regularly, and absolute measurements were made at suitable intervals of the intensity and direction of the magnetic field.
A standard magnetic observatory, such as the one
at Pole Station, generally is equipped to measure
magnetic fluctuations in the frequency range from
zero to perhaps 20 cycles per hour. When equipped
with rapid-run magnetographs, as is Byrd Station,
the recorded frequency can be extended to perhaps 6
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